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Notes:

1. Commands (and constants) are shown without the

    gl (or GL_) prefix.

2. The following commands do not appear in this

    diagram: glAccum, glClearAccum, glHint,

    display list commands, texture object commands,  

    commands for obtaining OpenGL state 

    (glGet commands and glIsEnabled), and

    glPushAttrib and glPopAttrib.  Utility library

    routines are not shown.

3. After their exectution, glDrawArrays and

    glDrawElements leave affected current values

    indeterminate.

4. This diagram is schematic; it may not directly

    correspond to any actual OpenGL implementation.
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client state is specifically identified. Each instance of a GL context implies one

complete set of GL server state; each connection from a client to a server implies

a set of both GL client state and GL server state.

While an implementation of the GL may be hardware dependent, this discus-

sion is independent of the specific hardware on which a GL is implemented. We are

therefore concerned with the state of graphics hardware only when it corresponds

precisely to GL state.

2.3 GL Command Syntax

GL commands are functions or procedures. Various groups of commands perform

the same operation but differ in how arguments are supplied to them. To conve-

niently accommodate this variation, we adopt a notation for describing commands

and their arguments.

GL commands are formed from a name followed, depending on the particular

command, by up to 4 characters. The first character indicates the number of values

of the indicated type that must be presented to the command. The second character

or character pair indicates the specific type of the arguments: 8-bit integer, 16-bit

integer, 32-bit integer, single-precision floating-point, or double-precision floating-

point. The final character, if present, is v, indicating that the command takes a

pointer to an array (a vector) of values rather than a series of individual arguments.

Two specific examples come from the Vertex command:

void Vertex3f( float x, float y, float z );

and

void Vertex2sv( short v[2] );

These examples show the ANSI C declarations for these commands. In general,

a command declaration has the form1

rtype Name{!1234}{! b s i f d ub us ui}{!v}
( [args ,] T arg1 , . . . , T argN [, args] );

rtype is the return type of the function. The braces ({}) enclose a series of char-
acters (or character pairs) of which one is selected. ! indicates no character. The
arguments enclosed in brackets ([args ,] and [, args]) may or may not be present.

1The declarations shown in this document apply to ANSI C. Languages such as C++ and Ada

that allow passing of argument type information admit simpler declarations and fewer entry points.

Version 1.3 - August 14, 2001
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Letter Corresponding GL Type

b byte

s short

i int

f float

d double

ub ubyte

us ushort

ui uint

Table 2.1: Correspondence of command suffix letters to GL argument types. Refer

to Table 2.2 for definitions of the GL types.

TheN arguments arg1 through argN have type T, which corresponds to one of the

type letters or letter pairs as indicated in Table 2.1 (if there are no letters, then the

arguments’ type is given explicitly). If the final character is not v, then N is given

by the digit 1, 2, 3, or 4 (if there is no digit, then the number of arguments is fixed).

If the final character is v, then only arg1 is present and it is an array of N values

of the indicated type. Finally, we indicate an unsigned type by the shorthand of

prepending a u to the beginning of the type name (so that, for instance, unsigned

char is abbreviated uchar).

For example,

void Normal3{fd}( T arg );

indicates the two declarations

void Normal3f( float arg1, float arg2, float arg3 );

void Normal3d( double arg1, double arg2, double arg3 );

while

void Normal3{fd}v( T arg );

means the two declarations

void Normal3fv( float arg[3] );

void Normal3dv( double arg[3] );

Arguments whose type is fixed (i.e. not indicated by a suffix on the command)

are of one of 14 types (or pointers to one of these). These types are summarized in

Table 2.2.

Version 1.3 - August 14, 2001

Tipo di ritorno

Nome Funzione

Numero di argomenti (se variabile)

Tipo argomenti

Vettore di argomenti?
T arg1, ... T arnN -> T* argV

Altri argomenti
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GL Type Minimum Description

Bit Width

boolean 1 Boolean

byte 8 signed 2’s complement binary integer

ubyte 8 unsigned binary integer

short 16 signed 2’s complement binary integer

ushort 16 unsigned binary integer

int 32 signed 2’s complement binary integer

uint 32 unsigned binary integer

sizei 32 Non-negative binary integer size

enum 32 Enumerated binary integer value

bitfield 32 Bit field

float 32 Floating-point value

clampf 32 Floating-point value clamped to [0, 1]
double 64 Floating-point value

clampd 64 Floating-point value clamped to [0, 1]

Table 2.2: GL data types. GL types are not C types. Thus, for example, GL

type int is referred to as GLint outside this document, and is not necessarily

equivalent to the C type int. An implementation may use more bits than the

number indicated in the table to represent a GL type. Correct interpretation of

integer values outside the minimum range is not required, however.

Version 1.3 - August 14, 2001
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Pulire Buffer

Attributi
void glClearColor( GLclampf red, GLclampf green, GLclampf blue, GLclampf alpha )

void glClearDepth( GLclampd depth )

Azione

void glClear( GLbitfield mask ) 

Esempio
glClearColor(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
glClearDepth(0.0); 
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);

Table 2-1 : Clearing Buffers

Buffer Name Reference

Color buffer GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT Chapter 4

Depth buffer GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT Chapter 10

Accumulation buffer GL_ACCUM_BUFFER_BIT Chapter 10

Stencil buffer GL_STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT Chapter 10

Before issuing a command to clear multiple buffers, you have to set the values to which each buffer is to be cleared if you want something other

than the default RGBA color, depth value, accumulation color, and stencil index. In addition to the glClearColor() and glClearDepth() commands

that set the current values for clearing the color and depth buffers, glClearIndex(), glClearAccum(), and glClearStencil() specify the color index,

accumulation color, and stencil index used to clear the corresponding buffers. (See Chapter 4 and Chapter 10 for descriptions of these buffers and

their uses.)

OpenGL allows you to specify multiple buffers because clearing is generally a slow operation, since every pixel in the window (possibly millions)

is touched, and some graphics hardware allows sets of buffers to be cleared simultaneously. Hardware that doesn't support simultaneous clears

performs them sequentially. The difference between

glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);

and

glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);
glClear(GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);

is that although both have the same final effect, the first example might run faster on many machines. It certainly won't run more slowly.

Specifying a Color

With OpenGL, the description of the shape of an object being drawn is independent of the description of its color. Whenever a particular geometric

object is drawn, it's drawn using the currently specified coloring scheme. The coloring scheme might be as simple as "draw everything in

fire-engine red," or might be as complicated as "assume the object is made out of blue plastic, that there's a yellow spotlight pointed in such and

such a direction, and that there's a general low-level reddish-brown light everywhere else." In general, an OpenGL programmer first sets the color or

coloring scheme and then draws the objects. Until the color or coloring scheme is changed, all objects are drawn in that color or using that coloring

scheme. This method helps OpenGL achieve higher drawing performance than would result if it didn't keep track of the current color.

For example, the pseudocode

set_current_color(red); 
draw_object(A); 
draw_object(B); 
set_current_color(green); 
set_current_color(blue); 
draw_object(C);

draws objects A and B in red, and object C in blue. The command on the fourth line that sets the current color to green is wasted.

Coloring, lighting, and shading are all large topics with entire chapters or large sections devoted to them. To draw geometric primitives that can be

seen, however, you need some basic knowledge of how to set the current color; this information is provided in the next paragraphs. (See Chapter 4

and Chapter 5 for details on these topics.)

To set a color, use the command glColor3f(). It takes three parameters, all of which are floating-point numbers between 0.0 and 1.0. The parameters

are, in order, the red, green, and blue components of the color. You can think of these three values as specifying a "mix" of colors: 0.0 means don't

use any of that component, and 1.0 means use all you can of that component. Thus, the code

glColor3f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0);

makes the brightest red the system can draw, with no green or blue components. All zeros makes black; in contrast, all ones makes white. Setting all

three components to 0.5 yields gray (halfway between black and white). Here are eight commands and the colors they would set.

glColor3f(0.0, 0.0, 0.0);          black 

OpenGL Programming Guide (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company)

http://heron.cc.ukans.edu/ebt-bin/nph-dweb/dynaw...G/@Generic__BookTextView/1963;cs=fullhtml;pt=622 (3 of 34) [4/28/2000 9:44:39 PM]



Forzare il disegno
Inizia a disegnare
force execution of GL commands in finite time
void glFlush( void )

Finisci di disegnare
block until all GL execution is complete
void glFinish( void )

Glut double buffer
void glutSwapBuffers(void);

An implicit   glFlush is done by glutSwapBuffers before it 
returns. Subsequent OpenGL commands can be issued immediately 
after calling glutSwapBuffers, but are not executed until the 

buffer exchange is completed.



Z-Buffer

A depth buffer works by associating a depth, or distance from 
the viewpoint, with each pixel on the window. Initially, the depth 
values for all pixels are set to the largest possible distance using 
the glClear() command with GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT, and 
then the objects in the scene are drawn in any order.
Eg:
glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 



Colori ed Attributi
With OpenGL, the description of the shape of an object being drawn is 
independent of the description of its color. 

Whenever a particular geometric object is drawn, it's drawn using the currently 
specified coloring scheme. The coloring scheme might be as simple as "draw 
everything in fire-engine red," or might be as complicated as "assume the 
object is made out of blue plastic, that there's a yellow spotlight pointed in 
such and such a direction, and that there's a general low-level reddish-brown 
light everywhere else." 

In general, an OpenGL programmer first sets the color or coloring scheme, and 
then draws the objects. Until the color or coloring scheme is changed, all 
objects are drawn in that color or using that coloring scheme. 

In general OpenGL colors results from enabling certain rendering capabilities 
and setting the corresponding attribute while drawing as needed.



OpenGL ha una serie di stati,modi e valori che 
rimangono in essere fino a quando cambiati.

Molti modi sono legati a delle capacità di 
rendering da attivare/disattivare:

void glEnable( GLenum cap )

void glDisable( GLenum cap )

Query modalità:

GLboolean glIsEnabled( GLenum cap )



Query Variabile di Stato:
void glGetBooleanv( GLenum pname, GLboolean *params ) 
void glGetDoublev( GLenum pname, GLdouble *params ) 
void glGetFloatv( GLenum pname, GLfloat *params ) 
void glGetIntegerv( GLenum pname, GLint *params )

pname: Parametro da richiedere.
params: Puntatore ad area di memoria ove mettere uno o più valore/i

Eg: GLfloat[4][4] matrix;
       glGetFloatv( GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, matrix ) 

Stack Variabili di Stato
void glPushAttrib( GLbitfield mask )
void glPopAttrib( void )
mask: Serie di bit indicanti classi di valore da salvare
EG: GL_TRANSFORM_BIT: Modalità di trasformazione ed associati
        GL_VIEWPORT_BIT: Viewport
        GL_LIGHTING_BIT: Materiali e luci



Primitive di Disegno

Inizia Comando
glBegin(command);

Elenca Punti Comando
(ed eventualmente altro ... dopo)
glVertex...(....);

Fine Comando
glEnd();
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glVertex3fv( v )

Number of

components

2 - (x,y)

3 - (x,y,z)

4 - (x,y,z,w)

Data Type

b - byte

ub - unsigned byte

s - short

us - unsigned short

i - int

ui - unsigned int

f - float

d - double

Vector

omit “v” for

scalar form

glVertex2f( x, y )

The OpenGL API calls are designed to accept almost any basic data type, which

is reflected in the calls name. Knowing how the calls are structured makes it

easy to determine which call should be used for a particular data format and

size.

For instance, vertices from most commercial models are stored as three

component floating point vectors. As such, the appropriate OpenGL command

to use is glVertex3fv( coords ).

As mentioned before, OpenGL uses homogenous coordinates to specify

vertices. For glVertex*() calls which don’t specify all the coordinates

( i.e. glVertex2f()), OpenGL will default z = 0.0, and w = 1.0 .

Vertici



represents the vertex with three-dimensional coordinates (1.15, 0.5, -1.1). (Remember that the x, y, and z coordinates are eventually divided by the

w coordinate.) In the final example, dvect is a pointer to an array of three double-precision floating-point numbers.

On some machines, the vector form of glVertex*() is more efficient, since only a single parameter needs to be passed to the graphics subsystem.

Special hardware might be able to send a whole series of coordinates in a single batch. If your machine is like this, it's to your advantage to arrange

your data so that the vertex coordinates are packed sequentially in memory. In this case, there may be some gain in performance by using the vertex

array operations of OpenGL. (See "Vertex Arrays.")

OpenGL Geometric Drawing Primitives

Now that you've seen how to specify vertices, you still need to know how to tell OpenGL to create a set of points, a line, or a polygon from those

vertices. To do this, you bracket each set of vertices between a call to glBegin() and a call to glEnd(). The argument passed to glBegin() determines

what sort of geometric primitive is constructed from the vertices. For example, Example 2-3 specifies the vertices for the polygon shown in Figure

2-6.

Example 2-3 : Filled Polygon

glBegin(GL_POLYGON);
   glVertex2f(0.0, 0.0);
   glVertex2f(0.0, 3.0);
   glVertex2f(4.0, 3.0);
   glVertex2f(6.0, 1.5);
   glVertex2f(4.0, 0.0);
glEnd();

Figure 2-6 : Drawing a Polygon or a Set of Points

If you had used GL_POINTS instead of GL_POLYGON, the primitive would have been simply the five points shown in Figure 2-6. Table 2-2 in

the following function summary for glBegin() lists the ten possible arguments and the corresponding type of primitive.

void glBegin(GLenum mode);

Marks the beginning of a vertex-data list that describes a geometric primitive. The type of primitive is indicated by mode, which can be any of

the values shown in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2 : Geometric Primitive Names and Meanings

Value Meaning

GL_POINTS individual points

GL_LINES pairs of vertices interpreted as individual line segments

GL_LINE_STRIP series of connected line segments

GL_LINE_LOOP same as above, with a segment added between last and first vertices

GL_TRIANGLES triples of vertices interpreted as triangles

GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP linked strip of triangles

GL_TRIANGLE_FAN linked fan of triangles

GL_QUADS quadruples of vertices interpreted as four-sided polygons

GL_QUAD_STRIP linked strip of quadrilaterals

OpenGL Programming Guide (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company)

http://heron.cc.ukans.edu/ebt-bin/nph-dweb/dynaw...G/@Generic__BookTextView/1963;cs=fullhtml;pt=622 (8 of 34) [4/28/2000 9:44:39 PM]
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Figure 2.4. (a) A triangle strip. (b) A triangle fan. (c) Independent triangles. The

numbers give the sequencing of the vertices between Begin and End. Note that in

(a) and (b) triangle edge ordering is determined by the first triangle, while in (c) the

order of each triangle’s edges is independent of the other triangles.

this case, The 3i + 1st, 3i + 2nd, and 3i + 3rd vertices (in that order) determine
a triangle for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n ! 1, where there are 3n + k vertices between
the Begin and End. k is either 0, 1, or 2; if k is not zero, the final k vertices are
ignored. For each triangle, vertex A is vertex 3i and vertex B is vertex 3i + 1.
Otherwise, separate triangles are the same as a triangle strip.

The rules given for polygons also apply to each triangle generated from a tri-

angle strip, triangle fan or from separate triangles.

Quadrilateral (quad) strips. Quad strips generate a series of edge-sharing

quadrilaterals from vertices appearing between Begin and End, when Begin is

called with QUAD STRIP. If the m vertices between the Begin and End are

v1, . . . , vm, where vj is the jth specified vertex, then quad i has vertices (in or-
der) v2i, v2i+1, v2i+3, and v2i+2 with i = 0, . . . , "m/2#. The state required is thus
three processed vertices, to store the last two vertices of the previous quad along

with the third vertex (the first new vertex) of the current quad, a flag to indicate

when the first quad has been completed, and a one-bit counter to count members

of a vertex pair. See Figure 2.5.

A quad strip with fewer than four vertices generates no primitive. If the number

of vertices specified for a quadrilateral strip between Begin and End is odd, the

final vertex is ignored.

Separate Quadrilaterals Separate quads are just like quad strips except that

each group of four vertices, the 4j + 1st, the 4j + 2nd, the 4j + 3rd, and the

Version 1.3 - August 14, 2001
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5. (a) A quad strip. (b) Independent quads. The numbers give the sequenc-

ing of the vertices between Begin and End.

4j + 4th, generate a single quad, for j = 0, 1, . . . , n ! 1. The total number of
vertices between Begin and End is 4n + k, where 0 " k " 3; if k is not zero, the
final k vertices are ignored. Separate quads are generated by calling Begin with
the argument value QUADS.

The rules given for polygons also apply to each quad generated in a quad strip

or from separate quads.

2.6.2 Polygon Edges

Each edge of each primitive generated from a polygon, triangle strip, triangle fan,

separate triangle set, quadrilateral strip, or separate quadrilateral set, is flagged as

either boundary or non-boundary. These classifications are used during polygon

rasterization; some modes affect the interpretation of polygon boundary edges (see

section 3.5.4). By default, all edges are boundary edges, but the flagging of poly-

gons, separate triangles, or separate quadrilaterals may be altered by calling

void EdgeFlag( boolean flag );

void EdgeFlagv( boolean *flag );

to change the value of a flag bit. If flag is zero, then the flag bit is set to FALSE; if

flag is non-zero, then the flag bit is set to TRUE.

When Begin is supplied with one of the argument values POLYGON, TRIAN-

GLES, or QUADS, each vertex specified within a Begin and End pair begins an edge.

If the edge flag bit is TRUE, then each specified vertex begins an edge that is flagged

as boundary. If the bit is FALSE, then induced edges are flagged as non-boundary.

Version 1.3 - August 14, 2001



Poligoni
Vincoli per i poligoni

Convessi

I bordi non devono incrociarsi

Planari

Ordinati

Triangoli sono sempre validi

Poligoni hanno due faccie: Front and Back

CCW - Punti in senso anti-orario: Front

CW -   Punti in senso orario: Back



Modalità disegno poligono
void glPolygonMode( GLenum face, GLenum mode )
face: Faccia da disegnare 
         GL_FRONT, GL_BACK, GL_FRONT_AND_BACK
mode: Modalità di disegno
           GL_POINT, GL_LINE, GL_FILL

void glFrontFace( GLenum mode )
mode: Modalità orientamento faccia 
           GL_CCW Senso anti-orario è Front 
           GL_CW    Senso orario è Front

void glCullFace( GLenum mode )
mode: Test visibilità faccie viewpoint 

           GL_FRONT, GL_BACK e GL_FRONT_AND_BACK

glEnable(GL_CULL_FACE)



glPointSize - Diametro in punti di un punto al momerto del disegno
void glPointSize( GLfloat size )

glLineWidth - Diametro in punti di una linea al momerto del disegno
void glLineWidth( GLfloat width )

glLineStipple - Tratteggio linea
void glLineStipple( GLint factor, GLushort pattern )
pattern: Un intero a 16bit la cui rappresentazione in binario è il pattern 
per il tratteggio
factor:   Ogni quanti punti (di disegno) viene usato un nuovo bit di 
pattern



Tratteggio Poligono

void glPolygonStipple( const GLubyte *mask )
mask: Bitmap 32x32 (array da 8x32 byte oppure 1x32 interi a 32 bit) da 
utilizzare come tratteggio

glEnable(GL_POLYGON_STIPPLE);

Bordi interni

void glEdgeFlag( GLboolean flag )



void model() {
 int i;
 GLubyte polystipple[32][8];
 GLubyte linestipple[8];

 /* Set drawing mode */
 for(i=0;i<32;i++) 
   memset(polystipple[i] , (GLubyte) i%2?0xAA:0x55 , 8);
 memset(linestipple, 0xB6, 8);
 glPolygonMode(GL_FRONT,GL_FILL);
 glEnable(GL_POLYGON_STIPPLE);
 glPolygonStipple (polystipple);
 glColor3f(0.8,0.8,0.8);
 glPointSize(3);
 glLineWidth(2.0);

 /* First draw as is */
  glBegin(primtype);
 mkpoints();
 glEnd();



/* Current model */
void mkpoints() {
int i;

for (i=0;i < 12; i ++) {
glVertex2f(cos(M_PI/6*i),
          sin(M_PI/6*i));
 }
}



 /* Change Drawing mode */
 glDisable(GL_POLYGON_STIPPLE);
 glEnable(GL_LINE_STIPPLE);
 glLineStipple(1,linestipple);
 glDisable(GL_DEPTH_TEST);
 /* Drawn lines, draw points too */
 if(primtype>=GL_LINES && primtype < GL_TRIANGLES) {
  glBegin(GL_POINTS);
  mkpoints();
  glEnd();
 } 
 /* Drawn poligons, draw points & lines */
 if(primtype>=GL_TRIANGLES) {
  glPolygonMode(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK,GL_POINT);
  glColor3f(1.0,1.0,1.0);
  glBegin(primtype);
  mkpoints();
  glEnd();
  glPolygonMode(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK,GL_LINE);
  glColor3f(1.0,1.0,1.0);
  glBegin(primtype);
  mkpoints();
  glEnd();
 }
 /* Disable stipple */
 glDisable(GL_LINE_STIPPLE);
 glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST);
}



GL_TRIANGLE_FAN Same as GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP, except that the vertices are v0, v1, v2, then v0, v2, v3, then v0, v3, v4, and so on

(see Figure 2-7).

GL_QUADS Draws a series of quadrilaterals (four-sided polygons) using vertices v0, v1, v2, v3, then v4, v5, v6, v7, and so on.

If n isn't a multiple of 4, the final one, two, or three vertices are ignored.

GL_QUAD_STRIP Draws a series of quadrilaterals (four-sided polygons) beginning with v0, v1, v3, v2, then v2, v3, v5, v4, then v4,

v5, v7, v6, and so on (see Figure 2-7). n must be at least 4 before anything is drawn. If n is odd, the final vertex is

ignored.

GL_POLYGON Draws a polygon using the points v0, ... , vn-1 as vertices. n must be at least 3, or nothing is drawn. In addition, the

polygon specified must not intersect itself and must be convex. If the vertices don't satisfy these conditions, the

results are unpredictable.

Restrictions on Using glBegin() and glEnd()

The most important information about vertices is their coordinates, which are specified by the glVertex*() command. You can also supply

additional vertex-specific data for each vertex - a color, a normal vector, texture coordinates, or any combination of these - using special commands.

In addition, a few other commands are valid between a glBegin() and glEnd() pair. Table 2-3 contains a complete list of such valid commands.

Table 2-3 : Valid Commands between glBegin() and glEnd()

Command Purpose of Command Reference

glVertex*() set vertex coordinates Chapter 2

glColor*() set current color Chapter 4

glIndex*() set current color index Chapter 4

glNormal*() set normal vector coordinates Chapter 2

glTexCoord*() set texture coordinates Chapter 9

glEdgeFlag*() control drawing of edges Chapter 2

glMaterial*() set material properties Chapter 5

glArrayElement() extract vertex array data Chapter 2

glEvalCoord*(), glEvalPoint*() generate coordinates Chapter 12

glCallList(), glCallLists() execute display list(s) Chapter 7

No other OpenGL commands are valid between a glBegin() and glEnd() pair, and making most other OpenGL calls generates an error. Some vertex

array commands, such as glEnableClientState() and glVertexPointer(), when called between glBegin() and glEnd(), have undefined behavior but

do not necessarily generate an error. (Also, routines related to OpenGL, such as glX*() routines have undefined behavior between glBegin() and

glEnd().) These cases should be avoided, and debugging them may be more difficult.

Note, however, that only OpenGL commands are restricted; you can certainly include other programming-language constructs (except for calls,

such as the aforementioned glX*() routines). For example, Example 2-4 draws an outlined circle.

Example 2-4 : Other Constructs between glBegin() and glEnd()

#define PI 3.1415926535898 

OpenGL Programming Guide (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company)

http://heron.cc.ukans.edu/ebt-bin/nph-dweb/dynaw...G/@Generic__BookTextView/1963;cs=fullhtml;pt=622 (10 of 34) [4/28/2000 9:44:39 PM]
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glVertex è ancora importante
glBegin(GL_POINTS); 
   glColor3f(0.0, 1.0, 0.0);                  /* green */ 
   glColor3f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0);                  /* red */ 
   glVertex(...); 
   glColor3f(1.0, 1.0, 0.0);                  /* yellow */ 
   glColor3f(0.0, 0.0, 1.0);                  /* blue */ 
   glVertex(...); 
   glVertex(...); 
glEnd();

L’ordine è quello di esecuzione
GLint circle_points = 100; 
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP); 
for (i = 0; i < circle_points; i++) {    
   angle = 2*PI*i/circle_points; 
   glVertex2f(cos(angle), sin(angle)); 
} 
glEnd();



Colore per Vertice o per faccia
glShadeModel - select flat or smooth shading
void glShadeModel( GLenum mode )
mode_ Specifies a symbolic value representing a shading 
technique. Accepted values are GL_FLAT and 
GL_SMOOTH. The default is GL_SMOOTH.
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Figure 2.2. Association of current values with a vertex. The heavy lined boxes rep-

resent GL state. Four texture units are shown; however, multitexturing may support

a different number of units depending on the implementation.
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2.6. BEGIN/END PARADIGM 15
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Figure 2.3. Primitive assembly and processing.

Points. A series of individual points may be specified by calling Begin with an

argument value of POINTS. No special state need be kept between Begin and End

in this case, since each point is independent of previous and following points.

Line Strips. A series of one or more connected line segments is specified by

enclosing a series of two or more endpoints within a Begin/End pair when Begin is

called with LINE STRIP. In this case, the first vertex specifies the first segment’s

start point while the second vertex specifies the first segment’s endpoint and the

second segment’s start point. In general, the ith vertex (for i > 1) specifies the
beginning of the ith segment and the end of the i − 1st. The last vertex specifies
the end of the last segment. If only one vertex is specified between the Begin/End

pair, then no primitive is generated.

The required state consists of the processed vertex produced from the last ver-

tex that was sent (so that a line segment can be generated from it to the current

vertex), and a boolean flag indicating if the current vertex is the first vertex.

Line Loops. Line loops, specified with the LINE LOOP argument value to

Begin, are the same as line strips except that a final segment is added from the final

specified vertex to the first vertex. The additional state consists of the processed

first vertex.

Separate Lines. Individual line segments, each specified by a pair of vertices,

are generated by surrounding vertex pairs with Begin and End when the value

of the argument to Begin is LINES. In this case, the first two vertices between a

Begin and End pair define the first segment, with subsequent pairs of vertices each

defining one more segment. If the number of specified vertices is odd, then the last
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Vedere esempio Shapes in

http://www.xmission.com/~nate/tutors.html



Approssimare superficie con poligoni

Un poligono ha solo una normale

Normali -> illuminazione

Normale per ogni vertice
void glNormal3{bsidf}(TYPEnx, TYPEny, TYPEnz); 
void glNormal3{bsidf}v(const TYPE *v);

Approssimazione Superfici



int shownormals=0;

void rotateprofile(GLfloat profile[][2], int n_profile, int n) {
 int i,j,k;
 GLfloat angle0,angle1;
 GLfloat step=2.0 * M_PI / n;
 GLfloat profileN[2];
  GLfloat d;
 
 /* For each segment */
 for(i=0;i<n_profile-1;i++) {
  /* For each slice */
  for(j=0;j<n;j++) {
   /* Calculate angles */
   angle0=j * step;
   angle1=((j+1) % n) * step;
  
   /* Calculate normal of profile */
   profileN[0] = profile[i][1] -  profile[i+1][1];
   profileN[1] = profile[i+1][0] -  profile[i][0];
   d=sqrt(profileN[0] * profileN[0] + profileN[1] * profileN[1]);
   profileN[0] /=d;
   profileN[1] /=d;
  



   if(shownormals) {
    glDisable(GL_LIGHTING);

    glBegin(GL_LINES);
    glVertex3f(profile[i][0] * cos(angle0),
      profile[i][1] ,
      profile[i][0] * sin(angle0));
    glVertex3f((profile[i][0] + profileN[0])  * cos(angle0),
      profile[i][1] + profileN[1],
      (profile[i][0] + profileN[0])  * sin(angle0) );
  glEnd();

    glBegin(GL_LINES);
    glVertex3f(profile[i+1][0] * cos(angle1),
      profile[i+1][1] ,
      profile[i+1][0] * sin(angle1));
    glVertex3f((profile[i+1][0] + profileN[0])  * cos(angle1),
      profile[i+1][1] + profileN[1],
      (profile[i+1][0] + profileN[0])  * sin(angle1) );
  glEnd();

     glEnable(GL_LIGHTING);
 }



     /* Draw face, updating the angle */
   glBegin(GL_POLYGON);
   glPolygonMode(GL_FRONT,GL_FILL);
  
   /* first point of profile projected on first angle */
   glNormal3f(profileN[0] * cos(angle0),
             profileN[1],
             profileN[0] * sin(angle0));
   glVertex3f( profile[i][0] * cos(angle0),
               profile[i][1],
             profile[i][0] * sin(angle0) );
     
   /* second point of profile projected on first angle */
   glNormal3f(profileN[0] * cos(angle0),
             profileN[1],
             profileN[0] * sin(angle0));
   glVertex3f( profile[i+1][0] * cos(angle0),
               profile[i+1][1],
             profile[i+1][0] * sin(angle0) );



   /* second point of profile projected on second angle */    
   glNormal3f(profileN[0] * cos(angle1),
            profileN[1],
            profileN[0] * sin(angle1));
   glVertex3f( profile[i+1][0] * cos(angle1),
               profile[i+1][1],
            profile[i+1][0] * sin(angle1));
  
   /* first point of profile projected on second angle */
   glNormal3f(profileN[0] *  cos(angle1),
            profileN[1],
            profileN[0] *  sin(angle1));
   glVertex3f( profile[i][0] * cos(angle1),
               profile[i][1],
            profile[i][0] * sin(angle1));
  
   glEnd();

  }
 }
} 



void model3 () {
 GLfloat light_pos[]={ 3.0, 3.0, 3.0 };
 GLfloat profile[][2] = { {0.1, 1    }, 
                      {0.8, 0.5  }, 
                      {1  , 0    },
                      {0.8, -0.5 }, 
                      {1,   -1   },
                      {0.8, -1   },
                      {0.1,  0   } };
 int n_profile=7;
 
 /* Fiat Lux */
 glEnable(GL_LIGHTING);
    glEnable(GL_NORMALIZE);
 glEnable(GL_LIGHT0);
 glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_POSITION, light_pos );

 /* Make profile */
 glColor3f(0.8,0.8,0.8);
 rotateprofile(profile,n_profile,8);

 /* Turn off lighting */
 glDisable(GL_LIGHTING);
}



Permettono di utilizzare interi array 
nella memoria per poterli poi riferire 
solo per indice

Attivare/Disattivare

void glEnableClientState( GLenum array )

void glDisableClientState( GLenum array )

array: GL_VERTEX_ARRAY, 
           GL_COLOR_ARRAY,
           GL_NORMAL_ARRAY
           GL_TEXTURE_COORD_ARRAY
           GL_EDGE_FLAG_ARRAY
           ...

Vertex Arrays (>1.1)



Specificare Array
void glVertexPointer( int N, enum type, sizei stride, void *pointer ); 

pointer: Puntatore ad area di memoria contenente i dati
N:          Numero di coordinate per vertice (2,3,4)
type:      Tipo elemento base del vertice
      (GL_SHORT, GL_INT, GL_FLOAT, GL_DOUBLE ...)
stride:    Spazio in byte tra un vertice ed un altro

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 ...

type_0 type_1 type_N stride type_0 ....



Inoltre:
void glEdgeFlagPointer( sizei stride, void *pointer ); 
void glTexCoordPointer( int size, enum type, sizei stride, void *pointer ); 
void glColorPointer( int size, enum type, sizei stride, void *pointer ); 
void glIndexPointer( enum type, sizei stride, void *pointer ); 
void glNormalPointer( enum type, sizei stride, void *pointer ); 
void glVertexPointer( int size, enum type, sizei stride, void *pointer ); 2.8. VERTEX ARRAYS 23

Command Sizes Types

VertexPointer 2,3,4 short, int, float, double

NormalPointer 3 byte, short, int, float, dou-

ble

ColorPointer 3,4 byte, ubyte, short, ushort,

int, uint, float, double

IndexPointer 1 ubyte, short, int, float, dou-

ble

TexCoordPointer 1,2,3,4 short, int, float, double

EdgeFlagPointer 1 boolean

Table 2.4: Vertex array sizes (values per vertex) and data types.

with array set to EDGE FLAG ARRAY, TEXTURE COORD ARRAY, COLOR ARRAY,

INDEX ARRAY, NORMAL ARRAY, or VERTEX ARRAY, for the edge flag, texture co-

ordinate, color, color index, normal, or vertex array, respectively.

The command

void ClientActiveTexture( enum texture );

is used to select the vertex array client state parameters to be modified by

the TexCoordPointer command and the array affected by EnableClientState and

DisableClientState with parameter TEXTURE COORD ARRAY. This command sets

the client state variable CLIENT ACTIVE TEXTURE. Each texture unit has a client

state vector which is selected when this command is invoked. This state vector in-

cludes the vertex array state. This call also selects which texture units’ client state

vector is used for queries of client state.

Specifying an invalid texture generates the error INVALID ENUM. Valid values

of texture are the same as for the MultiTexCoord commands described in sec-

tion 2.7. .

The ith element of every enabled array is transferred to the GL by calling

void ArrayElement( int i );

For each enabled array, it is as though the corresponding command from section 2.7

or section 2.6.2 were called with a pointer to element i. For the vertex array, the cor-
responding command is Vertex[size][type]v, where size is one of [2,3,4], and type

is one of [s,i,f,d], corresponding to array types short, int, float, and dou-

ble respectively. The corresponding commands for the edge flag, texture coordi-

nate, color, color index, and normal arrays are EdgeFlagv, TexCoord[size][type]v,
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Selezionare elementi in tutti gli array attivi:

void glArrayElement( int i ); 
Seleziona i-esimo elemento da tutti gli array attivi

void glDrawArrays( enum mode, int first, sizei count ); 
Begin(mode); 
for (i=0; i < count ; i++) 

ArrayElement(i); 
End(); 

void glDrawElements( enum mode, sizei count, enum type, void *indices );
Begin(mode); 
for (i=0; i < count ; i++) 

ArrayElement(indices[i]); 
End(); 

void glDrawRangeElements( enum mode, uint start, uint end, sizei count, enum type, void 
*indices );

void glMultiDrawElements( enum mode, sizei *count, enum type, void **indices, sizei primcount ); 

void glMultiDrawArrays( enum mode, int *first, sizei *count, sizei primcount ); 



Array mischiati

void glInterleavedArrays( enum format, sizei stride, void *pointer );
2.8. VERTEX ARRAYS 29

format et ec en st sc sv tc

V2F False False False 2

V3F False False False 3

C4UB V2F False True False 4 2 UNSIGNED BYTE

C4UB V3F False True False 4 3 UNSIGNED BYTE

C3F V3F False True False 3 3 FLOAT

N3F V3F False False True 3

C4F N3F V3F False True True 4 3 FLOAT

T2F V3F True False False 2 3

T4F V4F True False False 4 4

T2F C4UB V3F True True False 2 4 3 UNSIGNED BYTE

T2F C3F V3F True True False 2 3 3 FLOAT

T2F N3F V3F True False True 2 3

T2F C4F N3F V3F True True True 2 4 3 FLOAT

T4F C4F N3F V4F True True True 4 4 4 FLOAT

format pc pn pv s

V2F 0 2f
V3F 0 3f
C4UB V2F 0 c c + 2f
C4UB V3F 0 c c + 3f
C3F V3F 0 3f 6f
N3F V3F 0 3f 6f
C4F N3F V3F 0 4f 7f 10f
T2F V3F 2f 5f
T4F V4F 4f 8f
T2F C4UB V3F 2f c + 2f c + 5f
T2F C3F V3F 2f 5f 8f
T2F N3F V3F 2f 5f 8f
T2F C4F N3F V3F 2f 6f 9f 12f
T4F C4F N3F V4F 4f 8f 11f 15f

Table 2.5: Variables that direct the execution of InterleavedArrays. f is

sizeof(FLOAT). c is 4 times sizeof(UNSIGNED BYTE), rounded up to

the nearest multiple of f . All pointer arithmetic is performed in units of

sizeof(UNSIGNED BYTE).
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format et ec en st sc sv tc

V2F False False False 2

V3F False False False 3

C4UB V2F False True False 4 2 UNSIGNED BYTE

C4UB V3F False True False 4 3 UNSIGNED BYTE

C3F V3F False True False 3 3 FLOAT

N3F V3F False False True 3

C4F N3F V3F False True True 4 3 FLOAT

T2F V3F True False False 2 3

T4F V4F True False False 4 4

T2F C4UB V3F True True False 2 4 3 UNSIGNED BYTE

T2F C3F V3F True True False 2 3 3 FLOAT

T2F N3F V3F True False True 2 3

T2F C4F N3F V3F True True True 2 4 3 FLOAT

T4F C4F N3F V4F True True True 4 4 4 FLOAT

format pc pn pv s

V2F 0 2f
V3F 0 3f
C4UB V2F 0 c c + 2f
C4UB V3F 0 c c + 3f
C3F V3F 0 3f 6f
N3F V3F 0 3f 6f
C4F N3F V3F 0 4f 7f 10f
T2F V3F 2f 5f
T4F V4F 4f 8f
T2F C4UB V3F 2f c + 2f c + 5f
T2F C3F V3F 2f 5f 8f
T2F N3F V3F 2f 5f 8f
T2F C4F N3F V3F 2f 6f 9f 12f
T4F C4F N3F V4F 4f 8f 11f 15f

Table 2.5: Variables that direct the execution of InterleavedArrays. f is

sizeof(FLOAT). c is 4 times sizeof(UNSIGNED BYTE), rounded up to

the nearest multiple of f . All pointer arithmetic is performed in units of

sizeof(UNSIGNED BYTE).
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void model2() {
 GLfloat cpoints[8][3] = { { 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 },
                           { 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 },
                       { 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 },
                       { 1.0, 1.0, 0.0 },
                       { 0.0, 0.0, 1.0 },
                       { 1.0, 0.0, 1.0 },
                       { 0.0, 1.0, 1.0 },
                       { 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 }};
 GLubyte indices[6][4] = { { 0, 2, 3, 1 }, //back
                       { 4, 5, 7, 6 }, //front
                       { 0, 4, 6, 2 }, //left
                       { 1, 5, 7, 3 }, //right
                       { 0, 1, 5, 4 }, //rear 
                       { 2, 6, 7, 3 } };
         
 int i,j;
 glPolygonMode(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK,GL_FILL);



/* For each face and point */
  glBegin(GL_QUADS);
 for(i=0;i<6;i++) {
  for(j=0;j<4;j++) {
   glColor3fv(cpoints[indices[i][j]]);
   glVertex3fv(cpoints[indices[i][j]]);
  }
 }
 glEnd();

 /* Oppure */
 glEnableClientState(GL_VERTEX_ARRAY);
 glEnableClientState(GL_COLOR_ARRAY);
 glVertexPointer( 3, GL_FLOAT, 0, cpoints);
 glColorPointer( 3, GL_FLOAT, 0, cpoints);
 glDrawElements(GL_QUADS, 24, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, indices );
 glDisableClientState( GL_VERTEX_ARRAY );
 glDisableClientState( GL_COLOR_ARRAY );ù
}


